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LIFTING RECURSION PROPERTIES

THROUGH GROUP HOMOMORPHISMS

S. H. AL-KUTAIBI AND F. RHODES

ABSTRACT. The problem of lifting recursion properties is studied for

the case of homomorphisms between transformation groups with different

acting groups.  It is shown that if the spaces are the same and the group

homomorphism is compact-covering then almost periodicity and recurrence

lift.  This result is applied to certain group actions on covering spaces and

on fibre bundles with totally disconnected bundle groups induced by group

actions on the base spaces.  In particular, it is shown that under suitable

conditions if a point in the base space of a fibre bundle with finite bundle

group is ialmost periodic! ¡recurrent! under the action of a group  G  then

every point in the fibre over the given point is ¡almost periodic) ¡recurrent!

under the induced action of a covering group  G.

1. Introduction.   The problem of lifting dynamical properties through a

transformation group homomorphism (Y, G) —» (X, G) has received consider-

able attention.   In this note we consider epimorphisms  (Y, H) —> (X, G) for

transformation groups with different acting groups.   There is an induced action

of H on  X, and the epimorphism factors through (X, H).   Previous results

can be used for lifting dynamical properties from   (X, H)   to (Y, H).  Since the

actions of G  and  H on  X when made effective are the same, dynamical

properties which concern only the whole group such as distal and uniform

equicontinuity clearly lift from (X, G) to (X, H).  Thus we restrict our atten-

tion to recursion properties.  In the next section we prove that if the map

H —» C  is compact-covering then almost periodicity and recurrence lift from

(X, G) to (X, H).

In the third section we consider lifting recursion properties in the special

case of group actions on a covering space  X  induced by the action of a group

G  on X.   The results tie together previous work of Markley [4] and of one of the

authors [5].  The last section contains a generalization to fibre bundles with

totally disconnected bundle groups.
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The language will be that of [3], but with the group actions written on

the left rather than on the right.   A topological transformation group is a con-

tinuous map p: G x X —» X, where  X is a topological space and G is a

topological group, such that pigy, pig2> x)) = pigyg2, x) for all x in  X and

for all g,, g2  in  G, and if  e  is the identity element of G then pie, x) = x

for all x in X.  It may be denoted by (X, G) or by (X, G, p).  Also p(g, x)

may be abbreviated to gx.   For a fixed point  xQ £ X the map p     : G —► X  is

defined by PXQig) = pig. *0)-

A transformation group homomorphism  (c/j, ip): ÍY, H, v) —> (X, G, p) is a

continuous mapping  </j: Y —» X and a homomorphism ift: H —> G such that

cpvih, y) = piifth, cf)y) for all  y  in   Y and for all  h in  H.   It is an epimorphism

if both  cf> and 4> are surjective.

2. Lifting recursion properties through group homomorphisms.

Definition 2.1. An intrinsic admissible property lifts through a homomor-

phism ifi: H —► G if whenever A is admissible in G, \Jt~ (A O z/z//) is admis-

sible in  H.

Proposition 2.2.   // x  is a recursive point of ÍX, G) and the admissible

property lifts through   a homomorphism tp; H —► G  then x  is a recursive

point of ÍX, H).

The proposition is obvious.  The remaining problem is that of finding

useful classes in which intrinsic admissible properties lift through homomor-

phisms.  The concept of compact-covering maps leads to two such cases.

Definition 2.3.   A continuous map  cp: Y —» X  is said to be compact-

covering if for each compact set  K C X there exists a compact subset

K' C Y such that cpK' = K.

The following result will be required in the next section.

Proposition 2.4.   A local homeomorphism of a topological space onto a

regular space is a compact-covering map.

The next result occurs in the first author's Ph. D. thesis [l], in which

the maps are called semiproper maps.

Proposition 2.5.   If \ff: H —► G  is a compact-covering epimorphism then

iright) syndetic and extensive lift through i/V.

Proof. Let A be syndetic in G, and let K be a compact subset of G

such that KA = G. Let K be a compact subset of H such that <f/K = K.

Now given  h £ II there exist  a £ A, k £ K such that  ifth = ka.  Choose
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k' £ K' ID z/z-  k, and set a' = ik')~  h.  Then k'a' = h and z/fzz' = a.  Hence

i¡/~  A  is syndetic in  H.

Let A be an extensive subset of G and let R be a replete semigroup

in  H.  Then  t/zR is a replete semigroup in  G  and A Cl t/>R ^ ç5.  Consequently

\\i~  A C\ R 4 cf>, and so  ifr~  A  is extensive in  H.

Corollary 2.6.  7/ i/V: /i —» G   z's zz compact-covering epimorphism and x is

{almost periodic] [recurrent] under the action of G then it is [almost periodic]

[recurrent] under the action of H.

3. Induced actions on covering spaces.  Throughout this section X will

be path-connected, locally path-connected and locally simply connected, and

G will be locally path-connected.

If in addition  G  is path-connected and locally simply connected then the

action of G on  X induces covering actions of the covering spaces of G on
1 2

the covering spaces of X.   Precisely, if 77    and  77    are normal subgroups of

77,(X, x.) and  77,(G, e)  such that p     ¿n    C rr    then there is a unique action

P-.m^mj-Kh.hiiAf^y

such that the natural projections constitute an epimorphism of (X   i, G   .,, a)
-v. 77        rr1   n

onto (X, G, p.). The deck transformations of  X   y  ate automorphisms of the

transformation group.  Thus the results of §2 can be used to lift some recur-

sion properties from (X, G) to (X, G  ,), while the results of Markley [4] can

be used to lift them from (X, G   ,)   to   (X   ,, G   _).  In particular, if x is an
772 771 77^

almost periodic (or recurrent) point under the action of  G on  X, then each

point in the fibre over x is almost periodic (or recurrent) under the action of

G on   X.

If  G  is not path-connected and locally simply connected then one can

turn to certain extensions of the group  G to obtain covering actions on

covering spaces of  X.   A simpler notation than that used in [5] in which

these notions were introduced will be sufficient here.   For each normal sub-

group 77    of 77.(X, xA, the corresponding extension of  G  is the group o

whose elements are homotopy classes  [/; g]   n of paths from x.  to gx. in

X.   The equivalence relation is given by (/, g)Rif', g') if and only if g = g'

and  [/ — /'] £ rr , while the rule of composition is

[/u «i^o * U2l S2\o = ^1 + S1/2Î «l«2]7r0-

If k is a path from xQ to gxQ then the map [/] —> [k + gf - k] is an auto-
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morphism of 77,(X, xA.  The image of a normal subgroup 77    is a normal sub-

group g^.rr    which is independent of k.  The normal subgroup 77    is said to

be invariant under  G  if for every g £ G, g^rr   = 77 .  Note that if G  is path-

connected then every normal subgroup of rr AX, xA is invariant under  G.   A

topology for a is defined in [5] in a similar way to the standard topology for

X.   It is shown there that if  77   C 77    are normal subgroups of 77.(X, xA which

are both invariant under  G then the map

([/;g]  0, [/'],) -[/-r-g/'],
77u rr1 rr1

is a transformation group action of o on  X   .   such that the natural projec-
771

tions form an epimorphism onto (X, G).  In the remainder of this section

suffixes will be omitted, but the covering space  X and the homotopy classes

of loops  [/] will be relative to 77    while the classes [/; g] will be relative to 77 .

The next proposition shows that the results of §2 can be used to lift

some recursion properties from  (X, G)  to (X, o).  However, Markley's methods

cannot always be used in this case to lift recursion properties from (X, a) to

(X, a)  since the deck transformations of X need not be automorphisms of the

transformation group.  The conditions for the deck transformations to be auto-

morphisms, to which Markley referred in the introduction to his paper, have

not yet been published and are given here.

Proposition 3.1. The projection j : a —► G, /([/; gl) = g, is a local homeo-

morphism. If G is locally simply connected as well as locally path-connected

then o is a covering, space of G.

Proof.   A basis of open neighbourhoods for the topology for a is defined

as follows.  Given [/; g]  and open neighbourhoods   U(gxQ)  in  X  and  V(e) in

G, define  W[f ; g]  to be the set of classes  [/+ /'; g'] where g'g~    £ V and

/    is a path in   U(gx A from gx.  to g'xQ.   Thus the projection  j is continu-

ous and open.   If loops in   UigxA ate nullhomotopic in  X  then the restriction

of ;' to the corresponding set  W[f ; g]  is one-to-one.  Hence  /' is a local hom-

eomorphism.

Now let  h be a path from g  to g'  in  G, and let / be a path from  xQ  to

gx0 in X.   We define a path in  o which is formed by stretching the path / to

the path f + p    h.  For each number  t e / set
x 0

(fis+st), 0<s<(l + f)_1,

ft: ' - X,       f-. ~ P his+ st- 1), (1+ t)~l <s < 1,

b : I — or,       b : t — [ft, hit)]

0
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Then the map  h   is continuous and  jh = h.   Thus every path  A in  G can be

lifted to a path in a whose initial point is an arbitrary point over the initial

point of  h.   It follows from a theorem of Browder [21 that if  G  is locally

simply connected then  / is a covering map.

In order to state the conditions for deck transformations of X to be auto-

morphisms of (X, a)  some more notation must be introduced.

Note first that for each element  [/; g] £ o the map  [/; g]¡.: [/] —> [/ +

gl —/]  is an automorphism of 77,(X, xA/rr , and the map  [/; gl —» [/; git is

a homomorphism of a to the group of automorphisms of 77,(X, xA/rr .  The

proof is routine once it has been shown that the map [/; g],   is well defined.

It is also easy to check that for every path h from  e to g  in  G  the map

If*    ^> gJfa   is the identity.  Moreover, if G is path-connected and  77   contains

the commutator subgroup of 77.(X, xQ) then every automorphism  [/; g] ¡.  is the

identity.  In order to obtain a specific representation of the group of deck

transformations of X we shall assume that 77    = P^ítAX, x   ) for some point

xQ in the fibre over x_.   The deck transformation corresponding to an element

[/] of rryiX, xA/rr    will be denoted by  [l]\,: [/] —» [/ + /].

Proposition 3.2.   A deck transformation [/] l  is an automorphism of

(X, a, il)  if and only if ¡or every element [j; g] £ o the automorphism [/;g]t

of rr.ÍX, xA/rr    leaves [/]   invariant.   Every deck transformation is an auto-

morphism if and only if every automorphism [f ; g]¡,   is the identity.

Proof.   If  [/; g] £0 and  [fy] £ X then

íl\piíf;g],Lfl])^[l\[f+gfl] = U + f+gfy]

and

pilf;gl Wi[/1]) = [/+g/ + g/I].

Now if every automorphism leaves  [/]  invariant then  [/; g]¡jW] = [f + gl — fi

= [f\ and

U\[f +   gfy\   =[f+gl-   /][/ +   gfy]   -[/ + «'+   «/,]•

Hence  [/]i   is an automorphism of the transformation group.  Conversely, if

[l]\f is an automorphism, then given [/; g] we have  [l + f + gfyi = [/ + gl +

gf y]  for all  [fy].  In particular, taking /, = -g~  f, we have  [/] = [/ + gl - /].

Hence [/] is invariant under every automorphism [/; gj.

Corollary 3.3.  // G  z's path-connected and 77,(X, x.) = 77   x p      77,(G, e)

then every deck transformation is an automorphism.   If G  is path-connected
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and rr    contains the commutator subgroup of rr.(X, xA   then every deck

transformation is an automorphism.

Corollary 3.4. Let either of the conditions of Corollary 3.3 hold. Then

if x is [almost periodic] [recurrent] under the action of G on X, each point

in the fibre over x  is [almost periodic] [recurrent] under the action of a on X.

4. Induced actions on fibre bundles.   An action of a group  G  on the base

space  X of a fibre bundle with totally disconnected bundle group induces

covering actions of covering groups of  G  on the bundle space  B.   In this

case also the results of §2 can be used to lift some recursion properties

from (X, G) to (X, G).  While Markley's results cannot be used, his arguments

admit a generalization which can in some cases be used to lift recursion

properties from (X, G) to (B, G).

Let p: B —► X be a bundle map for which the bundle group is totally dis-

connected. Let / be a path from x to x in X. Then there is a unique trans-

lation of the fibre over x along the path /.   Each point in the fibre over x is
y. .       . 1   .

translated along a path f  in B  which lies over the path /.   If  77    is the ker-

nel of a characteristic homomorphism  y. 77,(X, xA —> G, then the terminal

point  b'  of the path /   depends only on the homotopy class  [/]   ,.

Now let (X, G, p) be a transformation group for which G is path-connected,

locally path-connected and locally simply connected.  Suppose that 77    is a

subgroup of 77,(G, e)  such that p       rr   C rr .  Then if  h is a path from  e  to

ç  in  G, b £ B, and pp  h = /, the endpoint  b    oí the path / ,   depends only on

the homotopy class  [h]  2. Thus the map

v. G  , x B — B, v&b]   -,b) = b'
rr¿ nL

is well defined.

Proposition 4.1.   // the base space  X of the bundle is paracompact and

Hausdorff then with the map v just defined (B, G  .,, v)  is a transformation
rr¿

group.   The natural projections constitute an epimorphism of this transforma-

tion group to the transformation group (X, G, p).

The covering homotopy property ensures that v is continuous. The other

conditions are clearly fulfilled.

Markley's results on lifting recursion properties refer to recursion with

respect to classes of admissible subsets which satisfy the following hypo-

thesis. He proves that the class of syndetic sets and the class of extensive

sets of a group satisfy the hypothesis.  While his results refer explicitly to
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group actions on regular covering spaces, the basic property which he uses

in the second section of [4] is that if two points lie in the same fibre then

their orbit closures are either equal or disjoint.  This condition and the other

conditions of the next proposition are satisfied for induced covering group

actions on a bundle space in which the base space is locally compact, the

fibre is compact and the bundle group is finite.

Definition 4.2.   A class  U  of admissible subsets of a group  G  satisfies

the decomposition hypothesis if given any decomposition  A .,..., A     of a

set A  in a and gy, .... g     in  G, then (J"=1 g -A . is in  U.

Proposition 4.3.   Let (X, G) and (Y, G) be transformation groups, and

let cf>: Y —> X  be an equivariant open map such that if cpy. = cpy.  then either

Gyy = Gy2  or Gy, ID Gy2 = cp.   Suppose that there exists a point x of X

which has a neighbourhood W(x) such that cp~  W  is compact, and a point y.

of cf>~  x such that Gy y ID cf>~ x is finite.   Let U  be a class of admissible

subsets satisfying the decomposition hypothesis.   Then x  is a recursive

point of (X, G)  if and only if y y   is a recursive point of (Y, G).

Proof.  The sufficiency of the condition is immediate since the map is

open. Now let x be recursive, let  Gy y (D cp~  x = ¡y     y    . , . , y  ], and let

t/,(y,) be a neighbourhood of y..  Since  Gy. = Gy.  whenever  1 < i < n there

exist elements g . of  G and neighbourhoods   U .(y A such that g.U.C U.. Be-

cause of the compactness of cp~   W there exists a neighbourhood   V C

C\¡=y cpU. n W  such that (cp~1V - (J"=1 U.) (D Gy~y = cp.  There exists a sub-

set 4 eu such that Ax C V.  Given x e A we have gy    e U. fot some i < n.

Then gigyy £ U v  Let ¿¿ = ig|gy,  é U y .. . , U._y\ gy y £ U.] and A'=

(J"_, g.A..   Then A y.  S.U.   and  A' £ il.  Hence  y,   is recursive.

Unfortunately, the corresponding result for local recursion requires the

additional conditions that   Y is locally connected and  cf>~  x is finite, and

so is essentially the same as the result proved by Markley.

Corollary 4.4.   Let B   be a fibre bundle whose base space X  is locally

compact and paracompact, whose fibre is compact and whose bundle group is

finite.   Let ÍX, G) be a transformation group and (B, G)  be an induced cover-

ing transformation group.   If x £ X  is [almost periodic] [recurrent] under the

action of G  then each point of the fibre over x  is [almost periodic] [recurrent]
'X.

under the action of G.
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